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Answer: B, D 

QUESTION:  115 
Which protocol does the Ping Sweep phase of PCM discovery use to query all devices in a 
managed subnet? 

A. ARP 
B. LLDP 
C. VRRP 
D. SNMP 

Answer: D 

QUESTION:  116
 
Which statement is true about management user types supported in PCM?
 

A. Any user can change his own password without restrictions. 
B. The no permissions user type is used to temporarily disable a user's access to PCM. 
C. The minimum length of a password is eight characters and must contain at least one 
special character. 
D. At most, one administrator user type can be defined, but an unlimited number of other 
user types can be defined. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION:  117
 
Which management user profiles are defined in PCM? (Select two.)
 

A. Operator 
B. Super user 
C. System level 
D. No permissions 
E. Device Manager 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION:  118
 
Which restriction applies to the operator type of PCM management user?
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A. Cannot access the Preferences tool 
B. Cannot make configuration changes 
C. Cannot add, modify, or delete other users 
D. Cannot view network topologies or device properties 

Answer: C 

QUESTION:  119 
Which statements are true about the registration and licensing of PCM or PCM+? (Select 
two.) 

A. Each installation instance of PCM results in a new installation ID. 
B. For PCM+, the license key is based on the registration ID and installation ID. 
C. PCM+ features become unavailable in the user interface after 90 days if a license is not 
installed. 
D. The automatic device registration feature is used to maintain compliance with the number 
of licensed PCM+ clients. 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION:  120
 
Which statement is true about the PCM automatic updates feature?
 

A. Updates can be scheduled, based on the day of the week and time of day. 
B. PCM services must be stopped before initiating updates from the local download folder. 
C. For updates to be installed from a local folder, the files must be extracted from the 
bundled file. 
D. When PCM services are stopped during an update, PCM is unable to process any SNMP 
traps. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION:  121 
Which information are you prompted for when running the PCM Installation Wizard 
without optional plug-ins selected? (Select three.) 

A. Default domain or realm 
B. Registration ID and license key 
C. Whether HTTP proxy will be used 
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D. Password for PCM+ administrator 
E. Use of telnet or SSH for default mode of CLI access 
F. User groups to import from Active Directory or an LDAP server 

Answer: C, D, E 

QUESTION:  122 
Which file must be configured on the PCM management server to authorize a remote PCM 
client? 

A. Registry 
B. Access.txt 
C. Pcmclient.db 
D. Authorize.cfg 

Answer: B 

QUESTION:  123
 
Which statement is true about installation of PCM+?
 

A. A SQL server must be installed and running prior to initiating the PCM+ installation. 
B. The installation of Mobility Manager with PCM+ requires the use of a local or remote 
RADIUS server. 
C. Optionally, the local PCM+ client can be installed as an MMC snap-in on the PCM+ 
management server. 
D. When installed on the same system as HP OpenView Network Node Manager, PCM+ 
installs itself as a plug-in. 
E. Plug-in components can be installed on the same server as PCM+ or as standalone 
applications on a separate server. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION:  124
 
Where is the information stored that is displayed in the Events browser?
 

A. Alarms Log 
B. Events Table 
C. Device Syslog 
D. Alerts Database 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION:  125
 
Which statements are true about the management of PCM events? (Select two.)
 

A. The percentage of events maintained can be configured per severity level. 
B. Acknowledging an event causes PCM to send a trap to the specified device. 
C. By default, archived events are saved to the FTP server defined in the Preferences tool. 
D. When the maximum number of events is reached, the events are automatically archived. 
E. Event filtering allows PCM to drop received traps matching specified criteria during high 
traffic periods. 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION:  126 
How many configuration files from a single device can be compared at the same time using 
PCM+? 

A. Two 
B. Three 
C. Four 
D. Five 

Answer: A 

QUESTION:  127
 
Which switch feature can be configured using the PCM Port List window?
 

A. Trunk type 
B. Port mirroring 
C. Bandwidth limit 
D. Authentication method 

Answer: B 

QUESTION:  128
 
Which statements are true about the operation of the PCM discovery process? (Select two.)
 

A. A discovered device must support SNMPv3 to be managed by PCM. 
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B. PCM automaticaily excludes a discovered device if excessive traffic flow is detected. 
C. The management server can assign itself as a trap receiver on a discovered device. 
D. By default, supported ProCurve devices are assigned to the Interconnect Devices folder. 
E. A list of managed subnets is generated, based on the interfaces of each discovered router. 

Answer: C, D 
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